Join the Geography & Planning Department
For a Presentation by WCU Alumni
Randy Waltermyer, AICP

Wednesday, November 14th
11:00am - 11:50am
BPC 101
with reception to follow

Randy Waltermyer, AICP serves as Planning and Municipal Services Leader for Traffic Planning and Design, where he oversees TPD’s support to over 20 municipalities across Pennsylvania. Of note locally, TPD serves as the appointed traffic engineer in West Chester Borough and West Whiteland Township/Exton. Randy also manages TPD’s planning efforts including bicycle and pedestrian circulation plans, comprehensive plans, and multimodal plans. He earned his Bachelor’s Degree in Geography with a Planning concentration from West Chester University and a Master’s Degree in Community and Regional Planning from Temple University. In 2015, Randy was named as a top Transportation Demand Management Professional under 40 by the Greater Valley Forge Transportation Management Association.